August 2020 Didactic Schedule

**NUH Simulation Conference: Thursday August 6, 2020**

**NUH Simulation Conference: Thursday August 13, 2020**

**UC Conference: Thursday, August 20, 2020**

8:00  EM in 5
8:15  EM-Peds, Dany Accilien MD
9:00  Senior Board Review: Daven Patel MD, MPH
9:20  Senior CPC (Core Content): Daven Patel MD, MPH with Katie Tataris MD, MPH
10:00 Breakouts
    Faculty Lecture EM1 (Core Content): “Trauma,” Ira Blumen MD, UCAN Medical Director, Professor of Medicine
    Faculty Lecture EM 2/3s (Core Content): “Bradyarrhythmia Review,” Nathan Olson MD, MEd, Assistant Professor of Medicine
11:00  Pharm in 5
11:15  Wellness: “Self Care for Physicians,” Kim Stanford MD, MPH, Assistant Professor of Medicine
11:45  The Rundown
12:00  ITE Review, David Howes MD

**ICEP Career Conference: Thursday August 27, 2020** (via Zoom)

**Difficult Airway Day (PGY-3s): Thursday, August 27, 2020**